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My father was:
A cowhand 
A hard rock miner
A logger
A deckhand

I grew up living in 
and appreciating 
nature



   Review serious environmental problems
Climate change
Fishing

   Cultural impediments to solutions

Science bashing and deliberate misinformation

Loss of sense of place

Loss of values and a sense of self

   How do we recover our values, both natural and 

cultural?

 









Oil industry 
creates a 
controversy 
where none 
exists.



Kelp forests:  the kelps 
are understood, but the 
animals are not well 
studied.



Sea Urchin barrens are common in kelps everywhere



Important predators 
of sea urchins



1950s

1930s

In principle the predators 
can recover with reserves 
and better regulations.  

Ecosystem recovery and 
management is possible 
with political will
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overfishing of 
abalones

Gary Davis



Allee Effects:

Ecological Thresholds Recruitment nurseries

Morays protect 
juveniles from 
octopus, but 
Morays need 
reserves



How can we understand the community when 
we have only the “ghosts” of the system to 
study?



Not everybody recognizes the problem

Recreational fishing is in denial

Hate conservation and attack scientists very aggressively:

“junk science - dishonest”

“Fishing is better than ever, there is no problem”

“Ecologists are elitists taking our resources”



Precise science 
not necessary to 
see difference



California has lost over 90% of 
wetlands.  The tiny remnant habitats 
are too small and restoration 
problematic



The loss of clams and 

oysters has dramatically 

changed bay and 

marine wetlands 

worldwide.



Over-fishing by huge 

companies hurts the 

other fisheries and 

poor people 

Also changes many relationships in the ecosystems.



Organisms provide refugia, 
juvenile habitat, settlement 
sites and food



Trawling changes 
habitats.

Almost every bottom 
habitat that has resources 
worth trawling is trawled, 
often several times a year.

 One pass of scallop dredge After 3 years of dredging



Lophelia reefs off Norway

Diverse systems off Alaska



Once strip-mined 
sea mounts 
probably never 
recover, nor do 
most species of 
fish such as the 
pelagic armorhead

An ultimate 
ratchet

Tony KoslowTony Koslow Les Watling



Governance:  Both Ocean Commissions call for 

sustainable ecosystem based management

Can only manage people, what should we manage for?

General criteria: sustainability, ecological health, 
include humans

Ecological criteria: complexity, correct scales.

Human  criteria: ecosystem services, 
stakeholder needs



We lose relationships long before the species are 
extinct.

Relationships are the foundation of ecosystem- 
based management - and solutions.

Ed Ricketts’: foundations of ecological 
understanding:

1. Identifying species ( taxonomy)
2. Perceiving patterns in abundance and 

distribution  
3. Understanding relationships



Which relationships to address? 
What are the stresses?

 
Any selected taking shifts ecosystem relationships: 

where to draw the line? 
Which relationships are critical? 
Cumulative effects? 
Many thresholds? 

How do ecologists study these questions?



Daniel Pauly  and Ram Myers have  publicized the 
global impacts of fishing.  

Most marine ecosystems are much changed.  



Antarctic marine ecosystem
Krill surplus questions were understood long ago.

• 2 million whales removed

• Released up to 150 million tons of krill/yr 

• Enough for 200-300 million penguins per year

• Millions of fur seal and crab eater seals responded.
• Minke whale population exploded.
predators represent a ratchet against the whale recovery.  An 
ecosystem threshold.
Thanks to Lisa Ballance

Sue Moore

Don Siniff
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Loeb et al., 1997.  Nature.

Hewitt, 2000.  CCAMLR Science.

Hewitt and Linen-Low, 2000. Reviews in Fishery Science.

Loeb, unpublished data.

Thanks to Lisa Ballance



Fishing almost eliminates 
functional roles of many large 
predators. What are the  
consequences to ecosystem
 based management?

Large pelagic fshes 
reduced by over 90% 
or even say, 75%



Prey (forage species)
Small silvery fshes and squids. 
Transfer copepods to big fsh.

Norb Wu



Large fish ball the prey at the 
surface. 

Does it matter if prey are not 
balled at the surface?

Who cares?

Top and bottom from Blue Planet

Shannon Rankin

Dolphins use sonar to ball and 
drive them to the surface



Photo by Bob Pittman

Petrels care.  Some 10 species of oceanic birds referred to as 
Subpredator Dependent Guild depend on this conveyer 
system for their food. 



Possible trophic 
replacements of the large 
fsh now mostly removed: 
elephant seals, beaked 
whales, and large squid 
feed on same species.

Another ratchet?



Scott Eckert

A world without sea turtles? Not much 
economic value, miner functional roles. 

Do your grandchildren care?



Aquaculture is 
not a panacea!



marine debris ubiquitous source of unseen ghostfshing mortality 



What about sustainability?

Socio-economic impediments to 
sustainability
 
Economics based on growth

Management is geared to profts

No economic incentives in conservation



Remember market driven economics depend 
on growing economy. A stable economy is a 
failing economy.

1. Maximize profits from public resources.

2.  Growth incompatible with recovering ecosystems.

3.  Ecological recovery usually opposed by economic 
interests.



What do we want to sustain?  Biodiversity? 
Productivity?  Profits? Yes for each, but:

1. The present level of removal? Economic growth levels 
off. 

2. Rationalizations that allow economic growth for the 
industry? sustainable development a sham?

• Ecosystem recovery (reduced killing). This implies 
serious economic decline.

4.   Difficult for governments to reduce economy!



Rachel Carson won the battle but lost the war. 

Pollution is a 
scapegoat.

The public demands 
to know the 
economic value of 
her song birds and 
the threat of a silent 
spring is no longer a 
concern.



CHANGING VALUES AND ETHICS

lots of progress in ecological understanding but still 
things get worse.

the will to solve problems depends on values and 
ethics

Missing link to solutions relates to value systems.

The burden of proof has changed: 



Solutions to conservation stopped by
Major sea changes in public opinions:

•  Why has population control fallen off the table?

•  Is environmentalism dead?  

•  Is there a sense of place? A sense of self?

•  Can we mentor biophilia?

 



Loss of public respect for science

Problems communicating science
 
Change in source of information

science bashing

Death of biophilia



Talk show themes: “Bin Laden on the run”, now:

“The biggest threat to homeland security is liberal 
environmentalists.”

“Environmentalism is one of the biggest terror networks,besides 
the ACLU and college professors, in the USA.”

“The government is controlled by liberals who have shut down 
(our economy).”

And then a frequently repeated SD blog and talk show witticism:
  
“Marine biologists can drink their own pee.”

This is a new America; it is real and is not a source of 
pride



From our local paper!   The politics of Hate

“These days, science goes to the highest bidder.”

“It’s not cold hard scientific facts, just cold hard cash in the bank 
accounts of these fear-mongering, pointy-headed, 
flavor-of-the-month scientists.”

“Their false findings influence … managers, then some 
politicians … and they are off to their meeting rooms to discuss 
their next closure of public land or ocean.”

“These scientists sell their theories and premises and 
their souls to pay for their grants, their fellowships and hybrid 
vehicles.”

Ed Zieralski, San Diego Union Tribune columnist   July 15, 2007 



How can we find real world solutions?

Solutions are political.

Without a very well informed public, progress is not likely.

Part of our challenge is to recover a culture that cares.

We need much better public education.



Fundamental conflict: virtue and self interest 

Self serving values trump posterity; posterity rarely valued

Urgent need to integrate ethics with personal value 
systems

Unfortunately self serving values often conflict with 
maintaining our environment.

Does anybody want to make the world a better 
place?

I



What is the source of our value systems?

•    Mythology and cultural history - families and elders

• Educational systems at all levels

     Families taken over by TV: loss of stories

K-12 taken over by political agendas

Universities taken over by specialists

Can we recover deep sense of morality?
Not without talking about it.



BUT: what are values today?

Economic values are based on self interest

Real values are about morality, nourishing, 
compassion, etc.

Many people are becoming materially richer, 
but spiritually poorer.

We prepare people to gain wealth rather 
than live a life.



Despair is counterproductive.  

“There are no hopeless cases, only people 
without hope.”   Mike Soule

“I have a dream!”   Free, free at last…

Not “I have a nightmare” - my people are being 
lynched…

We must have a dream of wild nature, a dream of a 
compassionate culture, and a belief in our own ability 
to create change.

Thanks to Rich Louv



Social mores can change very fast
1. Pollution
1961 Rachael Carson:      1970  NEPA

2. Whales: steaks to divine beings
1961: Whales were 15% world fshery biomass
1974:  Marine Mammal Protection Act

3. Glorifcation of Greed in US
1972 NEPA and ESA:1985 Yuppies forget values

Values linked to rapid shifts in ethics



Our leaders preach dogma, intolerance, and 
hatred.

They destroy enlightenment by defining a 
scapegoat, teaching hatred, and polarizing our 
society.

Our challenge is to fgure out how to 
engineer a major shift in values so we 
can recover our culture.

How do we counter the politics of hate?



Science and Religion should not feud, they are 
different phenomena - different belief systems.

Academic experts do not supply the moral 
leadership for compassion towards nature.

Conservation depends on deep and sensitive value 
systems.

In principle religions advocate values.

It is in our best interests to build bridges between 
the shared values.

 



 “All politics is local”     (Tip O’Neil)

The value of a local sense of place!

Our science
Our culture
Our future (Conservation)

We have to do it locally!



Never lose your dream.

Work to ensure that the natural 
and value systems we most 
cherish will be intact for all 
grandkids for all of time.

Involving and educating the 
public is critical to the political 
process.

We have to do this well and 
often.





What has gone wrong with environmentalism?

a.  Crying wolf: Erroneous gloom and doom predictions?
   
       NGO dishonesty: ends justifies the means?

b.  Lack of exposure to nature? No sense of place?

c.  Collapse of value systems?

 d.  Grinding unending hopelessness - despair?

We are overwhelmed with despair, gloom, 
cynicism, and frankly we have lost hope. 



“Science can only ascertain what is, but not what 
should be…value judgments of all kinds remain 
necessary.”

“The right to search for truth implies also a duty: one 
must not conceal any part of what one has 
recognized to be true.”

Albert Einstein

Solutions involve human attitudes

Culture defnes the attitudes

Integrity of science critical to our culture



How do we infuence 
the political system?

“…neither politicians 
nor scientists 
command much 
respect in society, and 
yet between them they 
hold in their hands the 
future of mankind”
         -- Roger Revelle



Socrates:  “Education is the kindling of a fame,    
  not the flling of a cup.”

The fame is wisdom:

1. Powerful sense of curiosity 

2. Genuine humility plus the self-confdence to admit it

3. Compassion and tenderness toward the world

4. Very large scale of reference

5. Willingness to be invisible

I



Two directions in conservation 
Graeme Caughley

• Culture of science: intellectual property, credit and 
fne scale specialization. Problems colonized by 
experts but rarely solved.

• Solutions:  Understanding why populations decline, 
and reversing the declines. 

Solutions and restoration depend on social 
sciences and natural sciences working together.



Ocean Wilderness Network (2003-2004):  R.I.P.

2003-2004

Political support is almost 
gone.

NGO corporate structure

NGO demography

Randy Olson



Get nature back into our culture by experiencing it!



Ecological Ratchets

How does “sustainable” single species management morph 

into ecosystem based management?

When do “normal” or “natural” disturbances ratchet into new 

“stable states” that resist recovery?

What determines recoverability in an ecosystem?

How are strong interactions manifested?



Environmental problems: 
Ecologists are professional mourners.
How has society lost its values?

How does science infuence policy?

How does science interface with culture? 
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